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Mechanisms for learning across borders

• Exchange of best practices
• Field visits and excursions, see and experience what works in practice elsewhere
• “Mirror” for own experience, feedback from external experts
• Virtual meeting spaces (webinars, social media)
• Joint learning journey (longer term commitment)
• Advocacy, influencing policy agendas
Urban agriculture worldwide: differences & similarities
City food is done by people
Social networking activity
Green & social infrastructure for urban food in Rosario

67 hectares restored and preserved as multifunction land
45 hectares protected as new green areas
22 hectares in production (2011)

Processing & packaging unit
Farmers markets and municipal box schemes
City brand for UA food
Centre for organic seed production
Training schools for your farmers
Rosario: Participatory design of productive streets / squares

Challenge: To design a square containing a demonstrative vegetable garden

1500 residents

Widening the approach

Getting the material ready

Doing a participatory draft

Neighbours' Draft

Final Project

Source: L. Bracalenti, CEAH
Rosario: Garden parks
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